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Italian Modernism was written in response to the need for an historiographic and theoretical reconsideration of the concepts of Decadentismo
and the avant-garde within the Italian critical tradition. Focussing on the confrontation between these concepts and the broader notion of
international modernism, the essays in this important collection seek to understand this complex phase of literary and artistic practices as a
response to the epistemes of philosophical and scientific modernity at the end of the nineteenth century and in the first three decades of the
twentieth. Intellectually provocative, this collection is the first attempt in the field of Italian Studies at a comprehensive account of Italian
literary modernism. Each contributor documents how previous critical categories, employed to account for the literary, artistic, and cultural
experiences of the period, have provided only partial and inadequate descriptions, preventing a fuller understanding of the complexities and the
interrelations among the cultural phenomena of the time.
The most important intellectual development in the academy in the 21st century has been the forging of new relationships between the sciences
and the humanities and the realization that interdisciplinary scholarship holds the promise of the unification of all knowledge. This
groundbreaking book shows how this can be fulfilled. Through a wide-ranging analysis of arguments concerning the complementarity of arts
and sciences advanced by Schelling and Goethe and those about the cognitive value of literature articulated by contemporary philosophers, the
book shows that literary fiction can contribute to the scientific understanding of human nature. With a careful and original examination of
autobiographical material and literary texts, it demonstrates that European novelists such as Leopold von Sacher-Masoch, Italo Svevo, and Elias
Canetti conducted ambitious and innovative literary explorations of the human mind and human behavior using Darwinian theory as their
scientific framework, and, in doing so, they anticipated the theoretical developments and empirical findings of cognitive, social, and
evolutionary psychology by almost 100 years. The work of these novelists was largely misunderstood by literary scholars, but this book’s rediscovery and illustration of what these writers attempted to accomplish and how they did it show one important path leading to the future
unification of all knowledge about the human condition.
La coscienza di Zeno. Analisi guidata al romanzo
Italian Perspectives
Il segreto di Zeno
Studies in a European Context
Psychoanalysis and Irony in 'La Coscienza Di Zeno'

Op verzoek van zijn psychiater maakt een oudere man een verslag van zijn strijd tegen slechte gewoontes als roken.
Il più famoso (e ultimo) romanzo di Svevo, una lunga canzonatura dell'allora nuovissima psico-analisi, ambientato nella
Trieste austriaca degli anni immediatamente precedenti la prima guerra mondiale. Nota: gli e-book editi da E-text in
collaborazione con Liber Liber sono tutti privi di DRM; si possono quindi leggere su qualsiasi lettore di e-book, si possono
copiare su più dispositivi e, volendo, si possono anche modificare. Questo e-book aiuta il sito di Liber Liber, una
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mediateca che rende disponibili gratuitamente migliaia di capolavori della letteratura e della musica.
Sapere di scrivere. Svevo e gli ordigni di «La coscienza di Zeno»
Das Alter(n) des Zeno Cosini in "La coscienza di Zeno" und "Il vegliardo". Analyse und Vergleich
La coscienza di Zeno
Commento a «La coscienza di Zeno»
Come leggere La coscienza di Zeno di Italo Svevo
5 short stories and a play dealing with old age - its frustrations and consolations.
This book makes visible the hidden relations between things and individuals through a
discussion of creative processes and cultural practices. Italian life and culture are
filled with objects that cross, accompany, facilitate or disrupt experience, desires, and
dreams. Yet in spite of their ubiquity, theoretical engagement in the Italian context is
still underdeveloped. Paolo Bartoloni investigates four typologies—the fictional,
migrant, multicultural/transnational, and the artificial—to hypothesize that the ability
to treat things as partners of emotional and creative expression creates a sense of
identity predicated on inclusivity, openness, care, and attention.
A Very Old Man
Stories
As a Man Grows Older
La coscienza di Zeno illustata
interpretazione de La coscienza di Zeno di Italo Svevo
In reconstructing the birth and development of the notion of ‘unconscious’, historians of ideas have heavily relied on the Freudian concept of
Unbewussten, retroactively projecting the psychoanalytic unconscious over a constellation of diverse cultural experiences taking place in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries between France and Germany. Archaeology of the Unconscious aims to challenge this perspective by
adopting an unusual and thought-provoking viewpoint as the one offered by the Italian case from the 1770s to the immediate aftermath of
WWI, when Italo Svevo’s La coscienza di Zeno provides Italy with the first example of a ‘psychoanalytic novel’. Italy’s vibrant culture of the
long nineteenth century, characterised by the sedimentation, circulation, intersection, and synergy of different cultural, philosophical, and
literary traditions, proves itself to be a privileged object of inquiry for an archaeological study of the unconscious; a study whose object is not
the alleged ‘origin’ of a pre-made theoretical construct, but rather the stratifications by which that specific construct was assembled. In line
with Michel Foucault’s Archéologie du savoir (1969), this volume will analyze the formation and the circulation, across different authors
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and texts, of a network of ideas and discourses on interconnected themes, including dreams, memory, recollection, desire, imagination,
fantasy, madness, creativity, inspiration, magnetism, and somnambulism. Alongside questioning pre-given narratives of the ‘history of the
unconscious’, this book will employ the Italian ‘difference’ as a powerful perspective from whence to address the undeveloped potentialities of
the pre-Freudian unconscious, beyond uniquely psychoanalytical viewpoints.
Not so long ago Emilio Brentani was a promising young author. Now he is an insurance agent on the fast track to forty. He gains a new lease
on life, though, when he falls for the young and gorgeous Angiolina—except that his angel just happens to be an unapologetic cheat. But
what begins as a comedy of infatuated misunderstanding ends in tragedy, as Emilio’s jealous persistence in his folly—against his friends’
and devoted sister’s advice, and even his own best knowledge—leads to the loss of the one person who, too late, he realizes he truly loves.
Marked by deep humanity and earthy humor, by psychological insight and an elegant simplicity of style, As a Man Grows Older (Senilità, in
Italian; the English title was the suggestion of Svevo’s great friend and admirer, James Joyce) is a brilliant study of hopeless love and hapless
indecision. It is a masterwork of Italian literature, here beautifully rendered into English in Beryl de Zoete’s classic translation.-Print ed.
“The poem of our complex modern madness.”—EUGENIO MONTALE “Svevo has the capacity—so rare as to be almost unknown in the
English novel—of handling emotional relationships with a combined tenderness, humour and realism.”—THE TIMES LITERARY
SUPPLEMENT
Objects in Italian Life and Culture
Italian Modernism
romanzo di Italo Svevo
The Comic Oedipus
Retranslation and Reception

This is the first comprehensive study of the relationship between Retranslation and Reception. New
translations always reveal a changing interest in authors and their work, and this book explores this
phenomenon through a wide variety of case studies of literary reception.
A Life is the gruelling tale of the frustrated existence of a bank clerk with a poetic soul. The artistic aspirations
of the protagonist and the emptiness of his daily life become tragic in the great divide between what he wants
and what he actually has and gets. Alfonso the bank clerk wants to be a poet and seems to be falling in love
with Annetta, the vain and arrogant daughter of his boss. But the emptiness of both his attempts at writing and
at love lead to an ironic and painful conclusion. From the Trade Paperback edition.
Archaeology of the Unconscious
In Dante's Wake
Italo Svevo's La Coscienza Di Zeno and Thomas Mann's Der Zauberberg
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La coscienza di Zeno. Ediz. integrale
A Portrait of the Artist as Businessman
Studienarbeit aus dem Jahr 2007 im Fachbereich Romanistik - Italienische u. Sardische Sprache, Literatur, Landeskunde, Note: 1,0, JustusLiebig-Universitat Giessen, Sprache: Deutsch, Abstract: Italo Svevos Roman "La coscienza di Zeno" entstand 25 Jahre nach seinem Vorganger
"Senilita." Ziel der Arbeit ist es zu zeigen, welche Entwicklung hin zur literarischen Moderne in "La coscienza di Zeno" zu erkennen ist.
Nachdem seine beiden ersten Romane Una Vita (1892) und Senilita (1898) von Literaturkritikern und Lesepublikum weitgehend unbeachtet
geblieben waren, hatte Italo Svevo die Literatur schon fast aufgegeben. Erst die Bekanntschaft mit James Joyce und dessen Ermunterung zum
Schreiben veranlassten ihn schliesslich dazu, 25 Jahre spater einen weiteren Roman zu veroffentlichen: La coscienza die Zeno (1923). Joyce
nennt diesen Roman Svevos bestes Werk und im Vergleich zu den beiden vorhergehenden, Una Vita und Senilita sind deutliche Entwicklungen
zu erkennen. Mit Recht gehort La coscienza di Zeno heute zu den grossen Romanen der Weltliteratur des 20. Jahrhunderts. Im folgenden soll
die Frage beantwortet werden, was die Modernitat des Romans ausmacht. Zu diesem Zweck werden zunachst die wichtigsten narratologischen
Strukturen analysiert. Danach soll ausfuhrlicher auf zwei entscheidende Punkte der Erzahlsituation eingegangen werden, namlich den IchErzahler (bzw. das gedoppelte Ich) und die chronologische Ordnung. Anschliessend soll ein kurzer Vergleich mit Senilita die
Weiterentwicklung in Italo Svevos Werk durch La coscienza di Zeno zeigen. Ausgehend von der vorhergehenden Uberlegungen bezuglich den
narrativen Strategien des Romans sollen - mit besonderem Schwerpunkt auf die Bedeutung der Erzahlinstanz - die Faktoren zusammengefasst
werden, die die Modernitat von La coscienza di Zeno ausmachen."
...the sin of an old man is equal to about two sins of a young man. The fable-like story of an old man's sexual obsession with a young woman is
a distillation of Italo Svevo's concerns--attraction of an older man to a younger woman, individual conscience versus social convention, and the
cost of sexual desire. This novella is a marvel of psychological insight, following the man's vacillations and tortuous self-justifications to their
tragic-comic end. It is presented here in a translation first commissioned and published by Virginia Woolf for her Hogarth Press. The Art of The
Novella Series Too short to be a novel, too long to be a short story, the novella is generally unrecognized by academics and publishers.
Nonetheless, it is a form beloved and practiced by literature's greatest writers. In the Art Of The Novella series, Melville House celebrates this
renegade art form and its practitioners with titles that are, in many instances, presented in book form for the first time.
The Nice Old Man and the Pretty Girl
La coscienza di Zeno. Ediz. illustrata
Further Confessions of Zeno
La Grande Guerra di Italo Svevo. La scoperta di una fonte letteraria ignota de «La coscienza di Zeno»
La coscienza di Zeno. Per le Scuole superiori. Riassunto
Waking to find himself shipwrecked on a strange shore before a dark wood, the pilgrim of the
Divine Comedy realizes he must set his sights higher and guide his ship to a radically different
port. Starting on the sand of that very shore with Dante, John Freccero begins retracing the
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famous voyage recounted by the poet nearly 700 years ago. Freccero follows pilgrim and poet
through the Comedy and then beyond, inviting readers both uninitiated and accomplished to join
him in navigating this complex medieval masterpiece and its influence on later literature.
Perfectly impenetrable in its poetry and unabashedly ambitious in its content, the Divine Comedy
is the cosmos collapsed on itself, heavy with dense matter and impossible to expand. Yet Dante’s
great triumph is seen in the tiny, subtle fragments that make up the seamless whole, pieces that
the poet painstakingly sewed together to form a work that insinuates itself into the reader and
inspires the work of the next author. Freccero magnifies the most infinitesimal elements of that
intricate construction to identify self-similar parts, revealing the full breadth of the great
poem. Using this same technique, Freccero then turns to later giants of literature— Petrarch,
Machiavelli, Donne, Joyce, and Svevo—demonstrating how these authors absorbed these smallest
parts and reproduced Dante in their own work. In the process, he confronts questions of faith,
friendship, gender, politics, poetry, and sexuality, so that traveling with Freccero, the reader
will both cross unknown territory and reimagine familiar faces, swimming always in Dante’s wake.
Il capolavoro di Svevo è centrato sulla figura di Zeno, ma è in realtà un gioco di specchi: c'è
Ettore Schmitz, autore reale, che si specchia nell'autore inventato, Italo Svevo, che a sua
volta si specchia in Zeno, autore del diario di vita commissionatogli dal suo psicoanalista, in
una rincorsa ludica alle possibili identificazioni. Zeno soffre di nevrastenia e per questo si
rivolge alla psicoanalisi, ma senza esiti curativi reali se non una consapevolezza che si forma
attraverso 'un'errabonda ricerca di se stesso'. Questo Audio-eBook è nel formato EPUB 3 che ha
funzioni molto importanti per la didattica, soprattutto l'evidenziazione del testo scritto che
viene contemporaneamente ascoltato, migliorando così l'apprendimento linguistico, emotivo ed
empatico attraverso la Lettura+Ascolto di libri e audiolibri. Per fruire al meglio di questo
Audio-eBook da leggere e ascoltare in sincronia leggi la pagina d'aiuto a questo link:
https://help.streetlib.com/hc/it/articles/211787685-Come-leggere-gli-audio-ebook
Italian Culture Between Decadentism and Avant-garde
La Coscienza Di Zeno. Confessions of Zeno ... Translated ... by Beryl De Zoete. With a Note on
Svevo by Edouard Roditi. (Third Edition.).
Zeno's Conscience
Confessions of Zeno
Literature’s Contributions to Scientific Knowledge
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Long hailed as a seminal work of modernism in the tradition of Joyce and Kafka, and now available in a supple new English
translation, Italo Svevo's charming and splendidly idiosyncratic novel conducts readers deep into one hilariously
hyperactive and endlessly self-deluding mind. The mind in question belongs to one Zeno Cosini, a neurotic Italian
businessman who is writing his confessions at the behest of his psychiatrist. Here are Zeno's interminable attempts to quit
smoking, his courtship of the beautiful yet unresponsive Ada, his unexpected-and unexpectedly happy-marriage to Ada's
homely sister Augusta, and his affair with a shrill-voiced aspiring singer. Relating these misadventures with wry wit and
irony, and a perspicacity at once unblinking and compassionate, Zeno's Conscience is a miracle of psychological realism.
Long hailed as a seminal work of modernism in the tradition of Joyce and Kafka, and now available in a supple new English
translation, Italo Svevo’s charming and splendidly idiosyncratic novel conducts readers deep into one hilariously
hyperactive and endlessly self-deluding mind. The mind in question belongs to Zeno Cosini, a neurotic Italian businessman
who is writing his confessions at the behest of his psychiatrist. Here are Zeno’s interminable attempts to quit smoking, his
courtship of the beautiful yet unresponsive Ada, his unexpected–and unexpectedly happy–marriage to Ada’s homely sister
Augusta, and his affair with a shrill-voiced aspiring singer. Relating these misadventures with wry wit and a perspicacity at
once unblinking and compassionate, Zeno’s Conscience is a miracle of psychological realism.
Reading from Medieval to Modern in the Augustinian Tradition
La coscienza di Zeno-Continuazioni
La coscienza di Zeno (Audio-eBook)
Italo Svevo's La Coscienza Di Zeno
Fiction, Migration, and Artificiality
A newly translated collection of fiction by the influential Italian modernist, continuing on his landmark work Zeno's Conscience. A Very Old Man
collects five linked stories, parts of an unfinished novel that the great Triestine Italo Svevo wrote at the end of his life, after the international success of
Zeno’s Conscience in 1923. Here Svevo revisits with new vigor and agility themes that fascinated him from the start—aging, deceit, and self-deception,
as well as the fragility, fecklessness, and plain foolishness of the bourgeois paterfamilias—even as memories of the recent, terrible slaughter of World
War I and the contemporary rise of Italian fascism also cast a shadow over the book’s pages. It opens with “The Contract,” in which Zeno’s manager,
the hardheaded young Olivi, expresses, like the war veterans who were Mussolini’s early followers, a sense of entitlement born of fighting in the
trenches. Zeno, by contrast, embodies the confusion and paralysis of the more decorous, although sleepy, way of life associated with the onetime AustroHungarian Empire which for so long ruled over Trieste but has now been swept away. As always, Svevo is attracted to the theme of how people fail to fit
in. It is they, he suggests, who offer a recognizably human countenance in a world ravaged by the ambitions and fantasies of its true believers.
Studienarbeit aus dem Jahr 2016 im Fachbereich Romanistik - Italienische u. Sardische Sprache, Literatur, Landeskunde, Note: 1.3, LudwigMaximilians-Universität München, Sprache: Deutsch, Abstract: Gegenstand dieser Arbeit wird sein, das Alter(n) des jüngeren und des älteren Zeno
Cosini anhand von La coscienza di Zeno und Il vegliardo zu untersuchen und zu sehen, wie der Protagonist diesbezüglich empfindet und urteilt. Nicht
nur in diesen zwei Werken, auch in anderen Texten Svevos kommt dem Alter eine große Bedeutung zu: „Le note di Svevo sulla vecchiaia non si
contano“.
Humor and Irony in La Coscienza Di Zeno
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How Novels Explored New Ideas about Human Nature
Victims and Victors in Svevo's La Coscienza Di Zeno
A Life
Aspekte der Moderne in Italo Svevos 'La coscienza di Zeno'
Responding to his therapist's suggestion that he use writing as therapy, Zeno chronicles his own long struggle with quitting
smoking. Originally published as The Confessions of Zeno in 1923. Reprint. 15,000 first printing.
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